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In this paper, we focus on corpus-linguistic studies that address theoretical questions and on 
computational linguistic work on corpus annotation, that makes corpora useful for linguistic 
work. First, we discuss why the corpus linguistic approach was discredited by generative 
linguists in the second half of the 20th century, how it made a comeback through advances in 
computing and was adopted by usage-based linguistics at the beginning of the 21st century. 
Then, we move on to an overview of necessary and common annotation layers and the issues 
that are encountered when performing automatic annotation, with special emphasis on Slavic 
languages. Finally, we survey the types of research requiring corpora that Slavic linguists are 
involved in world-wide, and the resources they have at their disposal. 
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1 Introduction 
The Slavic languages provide a fertile ground for corpus-based and computational 
investigations. For one, the Slavic languages combined count more than 315 million speakers 
(Sussex and Cubberley 2006) who have produced and continue to produce massive amounts of 
data on a daily basis. The Slavic languages also display peculiar typological features, which 
make them more challenging from a computational perspective in comparison to other 
commonly studied languages of the Indo-European family. For example, due to the richness of 
their morphology, Slavic languages exhibit a relatively extensive freedom in word order in 
comparison to the Germanic and Romance languages. From a computational viewpoint, this 
property is challenging because it results in a greater data sparsity, i.e., there are considerably 
more surface realisations for a given underlying linguistic phenomenon, be it the number of 
forms a word can display, or the number of places the subject or object of a sentence can occupy 
relative to the verb. Take, for example, the number of morphological forms of a verb: if 
participial forms are counted, Russian transitive verbs yield about 80 different forms, while 
English verbs have at most five different forms. Another example concerns the increased number 
of surface patterns for such pairs as Verb-Direct Object, because the position of the Direct Object 
can be quite flexible. Therefore, sparsity needs adequate representation in computational 
research on Slavic languages. Yet, the same morphological richness and regularity in inflection 
also impacts computational studies of Slavic languages positively: it is possible to predict with 
reasonable precision the Part-of-Speech (PoS) category and the syntactic function of word forms 
from their endings, something that is considerably more difficult to achieve in the Germanic and 
Romance languages. Finally, the high regard in which both linguistics and mathematics are held 
in Slavic countries has yielded remarkable results. One of the earliest examples of research with 
Slavic corpora is the seminal paper by Andrej Markov, which concerned predictions of word 
sequences on the basis of Eugene Onegin (Markov 1913; Hayes et al., 2013). This study led to 
development of Markov models, which are commonly used in modern computational linguistics 
for predicting a linguistic phenomenon from the adjacent context. 

Both corpus and computational linguists use corpora to study languages but there are 
fundamental differences between and within the two groups. As Renouf (2005) put it: “Corpus 
linguistics is essentially an arts-based discipline, while computational linguistics has a 
mathematical heritage, and though the latter is now increasingly engaging in textual study, the 
approaches remain philosophically distinct.” Yet, even within the group of corpus linguists, 
some will use corpora to address theoretical questions, while others will turn to corpora to collect 
the data they need to produce an accurate description of a phenomenon, and others still are 
fascinated by how corpora should be compiled and structured to be representative of a population 
of language speakers and useful to a group of corpus users. The same difference can be observed 
within the computational linguistic community, where some researchers will use corpora to 
design and improve machine learning models that can provide insights in how language works, 
while others focus on solving practical problems (related to e.g., information retrieval or 
automatic translation) or on improving the corpus as a resource. In this paper, we will focus on 
corpus-linguistic studies that address theoretical questions and on computational linguistic work 
that makes it possible to annotate corpora, thereby making them useful for linguistic work.  
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2. A Corpus-Linguistic Perspective 
In this section, we reflect on the essence of corpus linguistics. We discuss why and how the 
approach was discredited by generative linguists in the second half of the 20th century, how it 
made a comeback through advances in computing and was adopted by usage-based linguistics 
at the beginning of the 21st century. 

2.1. Chomsky vs. corpus linguistics 
Corpus linguistics was discredited in the early 1950s by Chomsky. From a theoretical point of 
view, he suggested that the corpus could never be a useful tool for the linguist, because the 
linguist must model language competence rather than performance. A corpus is by its very nature 
a collection of externalised utterances—it contains performance data and is therefore a poor 
guide to modelling linguistic competence. A second major criticism was levelled at two—
admittedly erroneous—assumptions that many early corpus linguists are said to have held 
(McEnery and Wilson 1999), i.e. that 1) the sentences of a natural language are finite and 2) the 
sentences of a natural language can be collected and enumerated. Chomsky countered that the 
only way to account for a grammar of a language is by description of its rules—not by 
enumeration of its sentences. Corpora are necessarily “finite and somewhat accidental (Chomsky 
1957: 17). The syntactic rules of a language, on the other hand, are finite but give rise to infinite 
numbers of sentences.  

Up to this day, Chomsky remains at odds with corpus linguistic approaches, even in their 
more recent guises, as becomes clear from excerpts of an interview with him (Andor 2004): 

 

“Corpus linguistics doesn’t mean anything. It’s like saying suppose a physicist 
decides, suppose physics and chemistry decide that instead of relying on experiments, 
what they’re going to do is take videotapes of things happening in the world and 
they’ll collect huge videotapes of everything that’s happening and from that maybe 
they’ll come up with some generalizations or insights. Well, you know, sciences don’t 
do this. But maybe they’re wrong. Maybe the sciences should just collect lots and lots 
of data and try to develop the results from them. [...] We’ll judge it by the results that 
come out. So if results come from study of massive data, rather like videotaping 
what’s happening outside the window, fine—look at the results. I don’t pay much 
attention to it. I don’t see much in the way of results. My judgment, if you like, is that 
we learn more about language by following the standard method of the sciences. The 
standard method of the sciences is not to accumulate huge masses of unanalyzed data 
and to try to draw some generalization from them. The modern sciences, at least since 
Galileo, have been strikingly different. What they have sought to do was to construct 
refined experiments which ask, which try to answer specific questions that arise 
within a theoretical context as an approach to understanding the world.” [italics ours] 

 

Although Chomsky was wrong implying that scientists do not draw generalizations from looking 
at massive amounts of data (the early astronomers made vast numbers of detailed observations 
and modern astrophysicists very literally do “videotape what’s happening outside the window”, 
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or on the sun, for that matter), he does make two relevant points here that have been debated in 
linguistic circles more generally: 1) the fact that disagreement exists about what corpus 
linguistics is—a theory, a discipline, or a method—as well as about the type of things a corpus 
linguist is interested in and 2) what information a corpus can contribute to (theoretical) linguistic 
inquiry. We would like to add a third issue that was not raised by Chomsky but that has been 
debated extensively over the past 10 years, i.e. the lack of awareness of and training in proper 
data handling techniques that is widespread among linguists using corpora. 
 

2.2. What is Corpus Linguistics? A Theory, a Discipline, or a Method? 

A rather innocent announcement for a Bootcamp in Quantitative Corpus Linguistics, posted on 
August 12, 2008 to the Corpora List1, sparked a discussion that continued for nearly three weeks 
and revealed a deep divide within the corpus linguistic community: disagreement exists about 
whether corpus linguistics is or should be a theory, a discipline, or a method. We will consider 
each of the options in turn. 
2.2.1. A Corpus-Theoretical Approach 
A theory is a system of ideas, intended to explain something. Ideally, a theory is based on general 
principles independent of the phenomenon to be explained. The corpus-theoretical approach 
rests on the cyclical principle of minimal assumptions. Such a theory is constantly in the making 
and develops according to the requirements of the data. A corpus-theoretical approach would 
rely on what Tognini-Bonelli (2001) termed “corpus-driven” work, as opposed to work that is 
merely “corpus-based.”  

Corpus-based approaches bring models of language which are believed to be fundamentally 
adequate to the analysis and analyse the corpus data through these categories. Examples of such 
categories are things that most linguists take for granted, such as words or part-of-speech tags, 
for example. Corpus-driven approaches derive linguistic categories systematically from the 
recurrent patterns and the frequency distributions that emerge from language in context. 
Linguists should only accept parts of speech to the extent that the data they are examining 
supports these distinctions. Here, the question arises of how practical such an extreme data-
driven approach is: does querying everything, time and again, really make for better analyses? 
Mahlberg (2005: 32) proposed, by way of compromise that “[f]or the time being, a corpus 
linguistic theory seems to be best regarded as the rationale that governs the investigation of data 
and that determines how the results of the investigation are accommodated within a language 
description.”  

There is also a third strand, so-called corpus-illustrated work (Tummers et al. 2005), which 
subjects examples extracted from corpora to a largely traditional introspective analysis and does 
not require statistical analysis. The vast majority of corpus linguistic work on Slavic languages 
takes this approach. 

                                                 

1http://mailman.uib.no/public/corpora/2008-August/007064.html  

http://mailman.uib.no/public/corpora/2008-August/007064.html
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2.2.2. Corpus linguistics as a discipline 
A discipline is an area of study and a branch of learning that has developed a terminology and 
methodological conventions for the study of something and has accumulated a body of 
knowledge, stored and accessible in the form of published inventories, analyses and descriptions 

Over the past 30 years corpus linguistics has, no doubt, established itself. There are now 
plenty of conferences, journals, book series and discussion lists at or in which the results of 
corpus linguistic studies can be presented. Some examples of these would be the biennial Corpus 
Linguistics conference held since 2001 in the UK, or its American counterpart, the conference 
of the American Association for Corpus Linguistics, that has been held since 1999. Several 
publishers offer corpus linguistics journals, e.g., the oldest journal, ICAME, has been around 
since 1978. The International Journal of Corpus Linguistics has been published by John 
Benjamins since 1996, Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic Theory since 2005 by De Gruyter and 
Corpora has been published by Edinburgh University Press since 2006. Many publishing houses 
also offer book series devoted to corpus linguistics, e.g., Studies in Corpus Linguistics by John 
Benjamins and Language and Computers: Studies in Practical Linguistics from Brill list more 
than 75 titles each. Finally, the Corpora List brings together all researchers interested in 
developing or using corpora. But, does this make corpus linguistics a proper discipline? Renouf 
(2005) aptly states that, as a discipline, corpus linguistics would still be “an amalgam of great 
precision and best endeavours; a somewhat undisciplined discipline. Yet as a branch of empirical 
study, this is ultimately its purpose, for empiricism precludes any a-priori assumptions.”  

2.2.3. Corpus Linguistics as a Method 
Could corpus linguistics be a method then? And what would this method achieve? Chomsky 
even doubted that corpus studies would qualify as method. In his opinion, corpus linguistics is 
like observing the tides: 

 
“If you want to use hints from data that you acquire by looking at large corpuses [sic], fine. 
That’s useful information for you, fine. I mean, Galileo might have gotten some hints from 
looking at events that were happening in the world. In fact, he did. He observed the tides—
that’s like corpus linguistics. You’re observing the tides.” (Andor 2004: 99) 

 
Yet, this picture reveals a stubborn misconception: corpus linguists do not merely observe. Yes, 
the corpus linguist selects a random sample from a representative and balanced collection of 
texts that represent one or more varieties of the language they are studying. They stick to that 
sample, and is not allowed to include additional sentences that would nicely illustrate their point, 
nor to remove sentences that disprove their account. In traditional studies, this object of study is 
typically presented in the form of KWIC (keyword in context) concordance lines, and this 
presentation inclines the researcher to scan the item serially within an ordered, usually 
alphabetical context. But, at the heart of a corpus-based study lies the (often still manual) 
annotation of examples. In order to do this in a verifiable way, the corpus linguist needs to 
operationalize linguistic parameters so that they can be applied consistently to a large number of 
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examples. This introduces rigour and objectivity into the analysis, and makes it possible to feed 
the annotated sample into a computer for statistical analysis.  

Unfortunately, corpus linguistics remains (or used to remain) silent on the mechanics 
underlying this process: there is no specified convention for matching a hypothesis against 
textual reality, or vice versa, or even a requirement for an articulated hypothesis. Corpus 
linguistics does not espouse particular statistical methods, or demand statistical rigour, even 
though some statistical measures (e.g., relative frequency, chi-square) are commonly applied 
(Renouf 2005).  

Is there a way in which we could move from (being accused of) “accumulat[ing] huge 
masses of unanalyzed data and try[ing] to draw some generalization from them” to using corpus 
linguistic methods to “ansаer specific questions that arise аithin a theoretical conteбt as an 
approach to understanding the аorld”? This is the question we explore in Section 2.3. 

2.3. Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic Theory 
Over the past 10 to 15 years, there has been a successful rapprochement between corpus 
linguistics as a method and usage-based theoretical approaches such as cognitive linguistics.  

Cognitive Linguistics (henceforth CL) is a usage-based model of language structure 
(Langacker 1987: 46), a “data-friendly” theory, with a focus on the relationship between 
observed form and meaning. CL rejects that idea that language would be innate and imposed 
top-down by Universal Grammar, but instead explores the hypothesis that language would be 
built bottom-up, from exposure to actual usage. Cognitive linguists do not make a distinction 
between competence and performance: all aspects of grammatical knowledge are derived from 
the language users’ experience with frequent strings of concrete linguistic expressions.  

2.3.1 Frequency and Usage-Based Linguistic Theory 
Corpora are very attractive sources of data for linguists working in the usage-based tradition and 
the probabilistic turn in grammar research was influenced by the rise of corpus linguistics and 
the development of new statistical and computational tools for the analysis of quantitative data.2 
Corpus linguists are not interested in (the frequency of) sentences—they look for (frequencies 
of) patterns (Stefanowitsch 2005: 295). Corpora give access to form frequency and distribution 
in naturalistic settings. Frequency is among the most robust predictors of human performance 
(Hasher and Zacks 1984) and human beings extract frequency information automatically from 
their environment. Given this, they can use statistical properties of linguistic input to discover 
structure, including sound patterns, words and the beginnings of grammar (Ellis 2002). The 
ability to extract the distributional characteristics of natural language plays a key role in 
linguistic development: what we learn may well be a probabilistic grammar grounded in our 
language experience. The extent and strength of influence of frequency of occurrence on 
processing supports a dynamical model of grammar: the frequency with which linguistic forms 
are experienced forms the core of our grammatical knowledge. In other words, pattern extraction 
abilities in humans could circumvent the need for environmental linguistic triggers to set 
                                                 
2 Note that proponents of the “corpus as a theory” do not consider this a happy marriage: “For cognitive linguists, 
meaning is in the individual, monadic minds of speakers and hearers; for corpus linguists, meaning is in the 
discourse (or the corpus, as a sample thereof)” (Teubert, 14 August 2008, corpora list). 
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parameters specifying a fixed set of mutually exclusive linguistic properties, as Generative 
Grammar assumes. 

2.3.2 Corpora and the Form-Meaning Relationship 
Usage-based linguistics thus provides corpus linguists with a theoretical framework that 
generates hypotheses that can be tested against corpus data, and this is particularly relevant for 
colleagues working on Slavic languages. As Divjak, KochaMska and Janda (2007) argued, from 
its early days, cognitive linguistics has attracted the attention of linguists with research interests 
in Slavic languages, to name but a few: Cienki (1989), D>browska (1997), Janda (1986), 
Rudzka-Ostyn (1992). This is not surprising, for at least two reasons. Politics have played a 
crucial role in bringing the Slavic linguistic tradition and the cognitive paradigm close to each 
other. The Cold War era was the time when Eastern European linguists in general and Russian 
linguists in particular were largely isolated from theoretical discussions in the West, due in part 
to the political writings of Chomsky, which led to his entire oeuvre being censored. As a 
consequence, East-European linguists were never forced to experiment with autonomous 
theories of language, but rather maintained focus on the form-meaning relationship and how it 
is embedded in the larger reality of human experience. Some of their theories and models became 
known in the West. These include the Russian MeaninguText framework, first developed by 
Mel’čuk (1988) in Moscow and the Natural Semantic Metalanguage theory formulated by 
Wierzbicka (see Wierzbicka (1972) for the first book-length treatment).  

Most of the work done in Eastern Europe, however, never made it to the other side of the 
Iron Curtain, which is all the more regretful since one of the founding assumptions of cognitive 
and functional linguistic theories that are currently holding sway in the West has been present in 
Slavic linguistics all along: Slavic linguists have always recognized the fundamentally symbolic 
nature of language and hence the fact that diverse formal aspects of language exist for the 
purpose of conveying meaning. Another, and very vigorous tradition of formal and then 
computational research on Slavic languages, is the Prague tradition with its attention to linking 
the form, which is computationally tractable, to its function, which needs to be inferred (Sgall, 
1995). On the basis of this Functional Syntax theory a large syntactically annotated corpus, the 
Prague Dependency Treebank, was manually annotated (Hajičovп 1998; Hajič 1998), and used 
in various research, as well as a number of other annotated corpora and tools for processing 
various registers of the Czech language. 

2.3.3 Linguists and Data Handling 
Unfortunately, linguists, including those taking a corpus-based approach, have been lacking in 
data handling hygiene.  

For one, they have not necessarily been very concerned about formulating hypotheses to test 
their theory (Divjak 2015; D>browska 2016). Yet we need to formulate hypotheses, derive 
testable predictions from our hypotheses, carry out the tests, and use the results to refine the 
hypotheses—and the theory—when necessary. This is part and parcel of the scientific cycle 
(Kuhn 1962) and corpora offer unrivalled opportunities to test theoretical hypotheses on 
naturally occurring data.  
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Early corpus linguistics required data processing abilities that were simply not available at 
that time, and quantitative insights that had not yet spread beyond the sciences. Yet, it wasn’t 
until the turn of the century that the principle of “total accountability” began to be adhered to in 
corpus linguistic work and researchers started to respect the requirement to look at all available 
examples, not just cherry-picking the ones that look nicest in their argument. Typically, the 
corpus was (and often still is) considered a repository of examples, and there is no systematic 
approach to addressing all the evidence. Arnold et al. (2000) were among the first to analyze 
post-verbal word order variation in English across the total set of instances from the corpus 
search, and the results were subjected to quantitative analysis (significance testing, correlation 
and regression). Over the past 15 years, tremendous progress has been made and more and more 
studies are being published that respect the principle of total accountability. With this, the insight 
has come that raw frequencies are not in and of themselves, or directly, of any scientific interest. 
While as little as 10 years ago the fact that quantitatively sophisticated corpus-based 
argumentation was required remained something for which the case had to be made (cf. the 
discussion about the observed-frequency fallacy versus the expected frequency epiphany 
(Stefanowitsch 2005: 296)), we can now speak of a Quantitative Turn. Janda (2013) presents a 
unique selection of seminal articles that together have brought about the Quantitative Turn in 
(Cognitive) linguistics. But we can go further still: Milin et al. (2016) recently made the case for 
relying on modelling techniques that are based on biologically and psychologically plausible 
learning algorithms if we are to use a quantitative approach to advance our understanding of how 
knowledge of language emerges from exposure to usage. 

 
The sum up, the criticisms that Chomsky levelled against using corpora for linguistic 

research have been addressed by the corpus linguistic community, and by cognitively and 
functionally minded corpus linguists in particular. They have shown how corpus data can be 
used to “construct refined experiments which ask, which try to answer specific questions that 
arise within a theoretical conteбt as an approach to understanding the аorld”. Of course, this 
work would not have been possible without large collections of text that are annotated with 
relevant information. The automatic annotation of text collections, is one of the core tasks of 
computational linguistics. 
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3. A Computational Perspective 
Many computational linguistic tasks can be seen as a process of text annotation. Such tasks are 
especially relevant for corpus linguistics, as they result in corpora that are annotated with 
linguistic information that can be then profitably used in further linguistic research. This section 
therefore gives an overview of the most necessary and common annotation layers and the issues 
that are encountered when performing automatic annotation, with special emphasis on Slavic 
languages. We start, however, with an excursion into history to explain how the need for large 
annotated text collections arose.   

3.1. Rules vs. Machine Learning 
Up until the 1990s the approaches for computational processing of languages, including Slavic 
ones, were based on developing a system of rules. The rule-based approach was, especially in 
the U.S., primarily applied to syntax following Chomskyan grammar, while in Europe, including 
Slavic speaking countries, this approach was more evident in the computational formalisms for 
morphological analysis. These were typically based on finite-state methods and their 
implementations, such as Intex (Silberztein 1993), with manually constructed rules, e.g., to 
derive all acceptable surface forms for a set of lemmas (Vitas et al. 2003) or to generate possible 
interpretations of a given word form. A Russian word form such as ÑÜüí can have several 
interpretations, i.e., the nominative case of a feminine noun (‘soul’), the genitive case of a 
masculine noun (‘shower’) or the gerund form of a verb (‘strangle’). 

With more data becoming available in electronic form, towards the end of the 1990s the 
dominant rule-based paradigm shifted towards the use of Machine Learning (ML) (Manning and 
Schütze 1999), i.e., a set of methods to find and exploit regularities in data. In the case of 
supervised ML, this procedure is based on existing—typically manual—annotations on the 
desired level of linguistic description. For example, instead of a linguist formulating syntactic 
rules, a ML method can detect statistical patterns in a large number of manually syntactically 
annotated sentences, such as the patterning of the PoS tags of words, and produce a model for 
their automatic annotation. Some ML methods produce weighted or ordered rules that can be 
inspected (e.g., decision trees), while others, and these are now becoming a majority, are, to a 
greater or lesser degree, “black box” systems, with the models being very large matrices of 
statistical values over combinations of the defined features. Such systems are very useful in 
practice, as they can be used to automatically annotate corpora or texts, i.e., they are used as 
language technology tools for application purposes, such as PoS tagging, parsing, or machine 
translation. It is also possible to draw statistical inferences without a manually annotated corpus, 
i.e., using Unsupervised Machine Learning. An early example of this approach for linguistic 
purposes is Biber’s Multi-Dimensional Analysis (Biber 1988), which detects statistically 
significant grouping of features, such as the greater amount of noun phrases and nominalisations 
vs. the use of personal pronouns and stance verbs. 

The focus in development of tools for annotating (Slavic) languages has thus moved from 
manually developing rules (grammars) and lexica for their processing to manually annotating 
corpora with the phenomenon under investigation, and relying on (combinations of) largely 
generic ML methods. Still, to engineer the required features for the problem and use the optimal 
set of parameters for training the model, linguistic insights into the problem are necessary.  
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Current ML methods can, for most annotation tasks, already take into account much more 
contextual information than manually constructed rules ever could. For example, rule-based 
Machine Translation systems were much less successful in dealing with ambiguities in language 
when compared to the current ML-based approaches, since too many fairly subtle rules are 
needed for resolving the ambiguities, while Statistical MT easily “plagiarizes” a large number 
of translation examples. A rule-based approach needs a lot of information to translate ambiguous 
words, e.g., ¡ÜÖ、¡ in Russian as ‘small horse’, ‘skate’, ‘seahorse’, ‘hobby’ or ‘roof ridge’, while 
a Statistical MT can efficiently memorise the most frequent contexts of use. 

Another reason for their success is that ML methods are largely language-agnostic, so a 
working model can be built from nothing but a large number of examples (Sharoff and Nivre 
2011).  

3.2. Part-of-Speech Tagging 
One of the early applications of computational linguistics is the automatic detection of morpho-
syntactic properties of words in text (Nikolaeva 1958; van Halteren 1999). This task is 
commonly known as Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging, mainly because it was first developed for 
English, where the main problem is to disambiguate between the PoS of words in context, e.g., 
to determine whether “walk” in “He likes to walk” or “He took a walk yesterday” is a verb or a 
noun. While typical English PoS tag sets also take into account some other lexical (e.g., common 
or proper noun) and inflectional (e.g., singular or plural) properties of words, English, as an 
inflectionally poor language, has only a few of the latter, so the tag sets for English, as well as 
for most Western European languages, are rather small, with about 20—100 different tags, e.g., 
NN for singular common nouns, NNS for plural, etc. 

The situation is quite different for Slavic languages, where all the morpho-syntactic 
properties are typically encoded in the tag sets. In the multilingual MULTEXT-East 
specifications (Erjavec 2012), Slavic languages (apart from Bulgarian and Macedonian) have a 
tagset of over 1,000 “PoS” tags to cover different inflectional categories. Given the wealth of 
information encoded in tagsets covering Slavic inflections, it is better to call such tags morpho-
syntactic descriptions (MSDs), a practice we adopt in this paper. While English typically has 
used “synthetic” tags, where each tag had a legend explaining what it means, a more structured 
approach is needed for the large Slavic MSD tagsets. A commonly used approach, first proposed 
in the scope of the EAGLES (Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards) 
project (EAGLES 1996) is to use a position-based encoding, where each attribute is given a 
position in the MSD string and its value is a character, with the specifications giving the mapping 
between attribute-value pairs and their encoding. So, for example, the MULTEXT-East 
specifications define that the MSD Vmen corresponds to the feature-structure Verb, 

Type=main, Aspect=perfective, VForm=infinitive. Some approaches then dispense 
with the MSD tagsets altogether, and only retain the features. The latest and most important 
development in this respect is the Universal Dependencies (UD) project (Nivre et al. 2016), 
which has the ambition to cover all languages, not only for morpho-syntax, but also for 
dependency syntax. 
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As with other levels of annotation, in order to automatically tag a corpus with PoS tags or 
MSDs, modern approaches rely on machine learning. To train a tagger for a new language, three 
components are usually required:  

 
1. a training corpus, in which each word is marked with its morpho-syntactic features in a 

given context, the following Slovenian example can be represented as:3  
  

Dogodek v Ankaranu je bila dramatična nesreča  
‘The event in Ankaran was a dramatic accident’ 
 

Form Lemma UD PoS MSD UD features 
Dogodek dogodek NOUN Ncmsn Case=Nom, Gender=Masc, Number=Sing 
v v ADP Sl Case=Loc 
Ankaranu Ankaran PROPN Npmsl Case=Loc, Gender=Masc, Number=Sing 
je biti AUX  Va-r3s-n Mood=Ind, Negative=Pos, Number=Sing, Person=3, Tense=Pres, VerbForm=Fin 
bila biti VERB Va-p-sf Gender=Fem, Number=Sing, VerbForm=Part 
dramatična dramatičen ADJ Agpfsn Case=Nom, Degree=Pos, Gender=Fem, Number=Sing 
nesreča nesreča NOUN Ncfsn Case=Nom, Gender=Fem, Number=Sing 
. . PUNCT Z  

   

2. a separate lexicon with compatible morpho-syntactic annotations to cover cases not present 
in the training corps, for example: 

  

Ankarana Ankaran PROPN Npmsg Case=Gen, Gender=Masc, Number=Sing 
   

3. a tool for building disambiguation models from such annotations, for example, for learning 
that the elements of noun phrases agree in case, number and gender: 

  

dramatična dramatičen ADJ Agpfsn Case=Nom, Degree=Pos, Gender=Fem, Number=Sing 
nesreča nesreča NOUN Ncfsn Case=Nom, Gender=Fem, Number=Sing 

   

The Machine Learning frameworks for PoS tagging learn the probabilities of sequences of 
tags in the traditional taggers (Brants 2000; Schmid 1994) or the matches between the morpho-
syntactic features in their more modern versions (Müller et al. 2015).  For example, in the 
Russian example of ÑÜüí discussed above, the context provides sufficient information to choose 
the right interpretation via the sequence of probabilities: 

ば ÖñÇÜ äëñÜß¿íÑíñö Öñ óÖöñ¿¿ñ¡ö, í ÑÜüí. (coordination of two nominative cases) 
‘For him, reasoning is more important than soul.’ 

                                                 
3 From the Slovenian Universal Dependencies Treebank Version 1.4, 
http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1827  

http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1827
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Öñ¿á£　 ß▲¿Ü äÜ½▲öáï　 äÜï¿ñ óÇë▲ ó£-£í ÜöïÜöïöçó　 ÑÜüí. (genitive often follows a noun) 
‘it was impossible to wash after the game since there were no showers.’ 
ゑëíÇó ¡íöí¿óïá äÜ £ñ½¿ñ, ÑÜüí ÑëÜÇ ÑëÜÇí. (availability of a direct object) 
‘The enemies rolled over the ground, trying to strangle each other’ 
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4. Research Activity 
In this final section, we survey the types of research requiring corpora that Slavic linguists are 
involved in world-wide, and the resources they have at their disposal. 

4.1. Self-Reported Data on Research Activity Based on Corpora 
Overall, linguistic research for Slavic languages that relies on corpora is well-represented. The 
information we received in response to our survey, posted on the Corpora list July 2016, is 
visually summarized in the map in Figure 1 below. The dots are proportional to the number of 
linguists who filled out the survey per country. The US is not pictured due to space constraints. 
In total, linguists from 28 different countries responded. Those with 5 or more responses are 
listed in Table (1) below. 
 

Country Number of self-reported corpus and computational linguists 

Poland 21 

Czech Republic 19 

Germany 18 

USA 14 

Russian Federation  13 

Bulgaria 6 

Croatia 5 

Norway 5 

Table (1): Countries with 5 or more self-reported corpus or computational linguists. 
 
Three linguists each from Slovenia and the UK (excluding the current authors) self-reported, 
two each from Austria, Canada, Italy, Slovakia, Ukraine and one each from Belarus, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Georgia, Ireland, Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Switzerland,  

However, it should be stressed that this is self-reported data—the fact that a country is not 
represented does not mean that those countries do not employ corpus or computational linguists 
and the numbers reported are not official counts. 
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Figure 1: Map depicting number of (self-reported) corpus linguists working on Slavic language across Europe.  The 
dots are proportional to the number of linguists who filled out the survey per country.  

Overall, three types of research are being conducted: 
1. Computational linguistic research, focusing on compiling corpora (historical and 

contemporary; individual, comparative, parallel; translation; learner) and developing the NLP 
tools to annotate and mine them morphologically, syntactically and semantically (treebanks, 
ontologies, wordnet, word sense disambiguation, construction identification); machine 
translation; information retrieval; sentiment analysis; topic modelling 

2. Linguistic research that uses corpora as rich sources of authentic examples in a wide 
variety of domains, from the core areas of linguistics (morphology, syntax, semantics) 
branching out into discourse-pragmatics (politeness, anaphora resolution) and 
sociolinguistics (including dialectology, language variation and change); historical linguistics 
(grammaticalization); cultural linguistics; bilingualism (and language contact); teaching 
methodology; 
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3. Quantitative corpus-based studies within a usage-based framework; mostly study “rival 
forms”, variation of some kind, phenomena that resist being captured by a rule. Very few 
respondents work within a formal framework (LFG, HPSG or generative grammar; 
semantics, pragmatics). Chomsky’s spell still binds ...  

In the next sections, we focus on the last category, the “quantitative corpus-based studies within 
a usage-based framework” because it is this type of work that refutes Chomsky’s criticism. 

4.2. Corpus Linguistics Studies 
We will highlight a few strands of research that use corpus linguistic methods to “ansаer specific 
questions that arise within a theoretical context as an approach to understanding the аorld” 
(Section 4.1.1.1) and to do so in a methodologically sound way that introduces new techniques 
to the field (Section 4.1.1.2). Because of this, these studies have found resonance outside the 
domain of Slavic linguistics in which they originated. Interestingly, the overwhelming majority 
of these studies relies on insights from Cognitive Linguistic Theory—as argued before, 
Cognitive Linguistics is a data friendly theory, and as such, ideally suited to be tested against 
data from corpora. 

4.2.1. Answering Theoretical Questions  
Work by Divjak (2003a/b) focused on capturing how verbs are used in context to determine their 
exact meaning and distinguish between even the most semantically similar words such as near-
synonyms. Some of these studies are described in Section 4.2.2. Here we will focus on the fact 
that these studies put Behavioral Profiles (Divjak 2006; Divjak and Gries 2006) on the corpus 
linguistic agenda and spawned diverse types of studies on Linguistic Profiling.  

The BP studies start from two basic assumptions, rooted in Cognitive Linguistics. On the 
one hand, all levels of linguistic analysis—morphology, syntax and semantics—are expected to 
convey meaning and are therefore potentially relevant for determining a word’s lexical core. 
Because of this, until more knowledge has accumulated, we should not focus a priori on one 
level, e.g., co-occurrence semantics, discarding the other levels. The effects of incorporating one 
or more levels in the analysis were illustrated in Divjak (2006). On the other hand, all annotation 
should be naive, that is, directly accessible to speakers and should not require linguistic 
abstraction. For example, BPs do not expect native speakers to be able to identify an inanimate 
subject or a past tense, but we do expect them to know whether something is alive or whether an 
event has already happened. In the annotation, the linguistic labels (e.g., “past tense”) 
corresponding to the experience (of an event that has happened) were used, but merely as 
shorthand; no linguistic knowledge on the part of the speaker is implied. That is, speakers do not 
need to be able to label something as a past tense to be sensitive to the experience of “pastness.” 

 

Members of the CLEAR group at the University of Tromsø in Norway4 have focused on 
individual dimensions of the Behavioral Profile. Solovyev and Janda (2009) analyzed 500 corpus 
sentences for each of six Russian synonyms for ‘sadness’ and five synonyms for ‘happiness’. 

                                                 
4 https://en.uit.no/forskning/forskningsgrupper/gruppe?p_document_id=344365  

https://en.uit.no/forskning/forskningsgrupper/gruppe?p_document_id=344365
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They annotated the dataset with properties capturing the nouns’ constructional profiles. More 
concretely, they tracked the statistical distribution of case marking on the noun and the presence 
(or absence) of prepositions. Their data revealed that each noun has a unique constructional 
profile.  

Janda and Lyashevskaya (2011) analyzed verbs in terms of their grammatical profiles, the 
“relative frequency distribution of the inflected forms of a word in a corpus” (Janda and 
Lyashevskaya 2011: 719). In their study, they collected data on the distribution of Tense-Aspect-
Mood across 1,575 pairs of verbs, representing 5,951,250 verb forms in the Russian National 
corpus. The result show that there is a strong attraction between certain lexical items and specific 
constellations of TAM markings, and that this attraction is motivated semantically. Their study 
also contributed to an important general discussion in corpus methodology, i.e. the level of 
granularity at which annotation should be carried out, concluding that the appropriate level is 
determined by the language and the linguistics phenomenon under scrutiny. Grammatical 
profiles have been used extensively in historical linguistic work as well (Eckhoff and Janda 
2014; Nesset, Janda, and Eckhoff 2014a/b). 

Janda and Lyashevskaya (2013) explore the power of semantic profiles to test the hypothesis 
that Russian verbal prefixes express meaning even when they are used to create a purely 
aspectual pair. This contradicts the traditional assumption that prefixes in this function are 
semantically empty. Relying on the semantic tags provided by the RNC, they analyze 382 
perfective partner verbs with po-, s-, za-, na- and pro-, five of the most common verbal prefixes 
in Russian. They found evidence of a significant relation between semantic tags and prefixes 
and were able to pin down the meaning of each prefix by relying on the semantic tags it attracts 
or repels. This confirms their hypothesis that verbs choose the prefix that best fits their lexical 
meaning when forming a perfective counterpart.  

Kuznetsova (2015) presents an overview of studies in linguistics profiling, including 
diachronic profiles. As Kopotev, Lyashevskaya and Mustajoki (forthcoming) conclude, “the list 
of profiling types can be easily continued if we take into account word order, syntactic and 
semantic roles, narrator's viewpoint or any other kind of linguistic features.” Yet, original BP 
studies did not separate out the dimensions in order to establish whether corpus data can be used 
as a shortcut to a cognitively realistic representation of language knowledge: analyzing the 
morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics separately is something that may suit linguists, but 
there is no proof that this is the approach taken by speakers of a language, hence caution is 
needed when a dimensional approach is taken within a cognitive linguistic framework. 

4.2.2. Introducing statistical techniques to the field 
Much of the methodological progress made in the analysis of corpus data involves the use of 
ever more advanced statistical techniques. The used of binary logistic regression is well-attested 
in Slavic corpus linguistics, such as the study by Sokolova, Lyashevskaya, and Janda (2012), 
explained in more detail in the Chapter on Cognitive Linguistics by Laura Janda and Stephen M. 
Dickey and. The idea of “rival forms” is one that permeates morphological work on Slavic 
languages as well. The morphological richness these languages display has yielded an 
(over)abundance of choice in places, and questions of what might motivate native speakers in 
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choosing between two options is something that corpus linguistic approaches are particularly 
well-suited to answer. 

In collaboration with Baayen, Slavic linguists have explored and compared a number of 
statistical techniques to predict which of a number of forms, typically two, will be chosen given 
a range of properties (Baayen et al. 2013). Choices between more than two options are possible 
too, and again Slavic linguists were one of the first to do so: the choice between 6 near-synonyms 
expressing TRY was modelled using polytomous logistic regression model (Divjak 2010a). This 
study too is described in more detail in the Chapter on Cognitive Linguistics by Laura Janda and 
Stephen M. Dickey. 

Possibly due to the complexity of the languages they analyze, linguists working on Slavic 
languages have been instrumental in embedding statistical analysis techniques within corpus 
linguistics, and in expanding the range of techniques used. Importantly, Slavic linguists turned 
to more sensitive models early on.  

Divjak turned to mixed effects binary logistic regression to study the relationship between 
aspect and modality in modal chunks of the type “modal word + infinitive” in Russian (Divjak 
2009) and Polish (Divjak 2010b) in a custom-made 1-million-word parallel corpus, now part of 
the Parallel Corpus of Slavic and Other Languages [http://www.slavist.de/]. The results of this 
study confirm that the general linguistic hypothesis linking perfective aspect to deonticity needs 
reversing for Russian, where the imperfective goes hand in hand with deonticity, while the 
perfective favours dynamicity. In addition, it was found that the relation between aspect and 
modality is mediated by a variable that outperforms even the reversed hypothesis in predicting 
aspectual choice in modal contexts. The meaning of this variable, State of Affairs applicability 
(generic vs. specific), predicts aspectual choice in modal constructions better than the lexical 
meaning of modality (dynamic vs. deontic) since the concepts captured by the ‘generic vs. 
specific’ parameter are an abstraction of the major constraints on aspectual form in Russian.  

Mixed effects modeling was also applied by Janda, Nesset and Baayen (2010) to study an 
ongoing suffix shift in Russian verbs, a diachronic change in which the suffix -a is being replaced 
by the productive suffix -aj. Corpus data show that the Russian suffix shift is not taking place 
uniformly. Using insights from cognitive linguistics, Janda, Nesset and Baayen (2010) 
approached the paradigm as a prototypical category with centre and periphery and found 
evidence for the fact that the peripheral forms of a paradigm, such as the gerund, are more 
affected by language change than the prototypical forms, such as the 3sg, which is insulated from 
change. In both studies, mixed-effects modeling served as a tool to take the complex 
interdependencies in language data into account, such as multiple observations per author, per 
word or per paradigm, which results in more reliable inferential models.  

4.2.3 Bridging the Gap between Corpus and Computational Studies 

Recently a series of studies has appeared that bridges the gap between corpus and computational 
work, that is, work that uses computational linguistic techniques to extract data from corpora to 
answer specific linguistic questions. The Needle-in-a-Haystack Method (NHM), elaborated by 
Fidler and Cvrček, provides a quantitative method for text analysis. Fidler and Cvrček (2015), 
for example, use corpus-linguistic methods to examine the relationship between language usage 
patterns and divergence in text interpretation in Czech. They analyse a set of texts (Czechoslovak 
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presidential New Year’s addresses from 1975 to 1989) and contrast the texts statistically with 
corpora from two different periods: one from the totalitarian period and the other from the 
contemporary (post-totalitarian) period. The comparison was based on the Difference Index, an 
effect-size estimator, which was used to enhance the interpretation of keyword analysis 
outcomes. The two analyses yield significantly different results: the data from the analysis using 
the contemporary corpus were commensurate with contemporary readers’ impressions; those 
from the analysis using the totalitarian corpus fluctuated in tandem with (and sometimes in 
anticipation of) political and social changes during the 15-year period and suggested an 
interpretation of the texts by a reader more familiar with totalitarian texts. 
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5. Language resources 
The term “language resources” refers to any digital language data—in particular various types 
of language corpora and lexicons—that can be, inter alia, used for research on language. Such 
resources are the basis for corpus linguistics, but these resources must be, to be truly useful, 
made available to other researchers. This has long been the case for large, national reference 
corpora, typically automatically annotated with MSD tags and lemmas, which are available for 
a number of Slavic languages, e.g., the Russian National Corpus (Sharoff 2005),5 the National 
Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et al. 2008),6 the Czech National Corpus,7 and many others. 
Parallel corpora are also available, e.g., ParaSol.8  However, these corpora are only available for 
on-line searching with specialised concordancers, but not for downloading, mostly due to issues 
of copyright. Yet, having access to the complete corpus for downloading and local data 
crunching is a prerequisite for many more sophisticated linguistic analyses and, esp. in the case 
of manually annotated corpora, for training machine learning annotation software.  

Probably the first publicly downloadable and manually annotated corpora were produced for 
the Czech language, starting with their morpho-syntactically and syntactically annotated Prague 
Dependency Treebank (PDT) (Hajič 1998; Hajič et al. 2006). At almost the same time, the 
MULTEXT-East project (Erjavec 2012) released the first version of its multilingual annotated 
corpus. Because it only contained the novel “1984” by George Orwell in the original and its 
many translations, it was of somewhat limited use for linguistic investigations. Yet, the project 
also yielded medium-sized morphosyntactic lexicons, which were the first to cover many Slavic 
languages.  

In an effort to map this landscape, the META-NET project9 has edited a series of (bilingual) 
books that cover the EU languages and give the landscape of their language resources and 
technologies in the digital age10. According to the series, the resources and technologies 
available for the Slavic languages are still considered to be “fragmentary” or “weak”. The only 
exception here is the Czech language, which has a long tradition in (computational) linguistics 
and has also substantially benefited from the country’s membership in the EU, with many 
projects over the years investing into building corpora and tools for its processing. Although not 
as vigorous as for Czech, other Slavic languages also have a long tradition in computational 
linguistics, where most of the research initially concentrated on producing inflectional lexica for 
the languages, e.g., for Bulgarian (Paskaleva et al. 1993) or Polish (Vetulani et al. 1998). 

The situation, with some corpora available for on-line exploration and very few language 
resources available for download persisted well into the 21st century, when it slowly began to 
change. The main reasons for this were that it became increasingly obvious that producing 
language resources, the use of which is subsequently limited only to their developers, leads to 
great duplication of effort, where researchers are forced again and again to repeat work already 
                                                 
5  http://www.ruscorpora.ru/ 
6  http://nkjp.pl/ 
7  https://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz/ 
8   http://www.slavist.de/  
9   http://www.meta-net.eu/  
10  http://www.meta-net.eu/whitepapers/key-results-and-cross-language-comparison 

http://www.slavist.de/
http://www.meta-net.eu/
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done by others, rather than focusing on interesting analyses, thereby wasting time and money. 
Furthermore, experiments undertaken on closed resources cannot be duplicated and checked, 
which goes against the basic tenet of scientific research. This opening up came with the rise of 
Wikipedia and the Creative Commons licences and is by no means limited to language resources, 
but affects all sciences. So, for example, in Horizon 2020 projects funded by the European Union 
it is mandatory for all research results as well as publications to be openly accessible. Of course, 
it is not only legal issues that prevent the dissemination of language resources: to be truly useful, 
the resources need to be stored in well-documented and standard formats, and interested 
researchers must be able to find them. One of the first projects to approach this wider view of 
accessibility was the already mentioned META-NET, which also developed META-SHARE, a 
system of digital repositories to provide the infrastructure for describing and documenting, 
storing, preserving, and making language resources publicly available in an open, user-friendly 
and trusted way.  

Of greater interest to linguists than the technologically oriented META-NET is CLARIN11 
(Common Language Resources Infrastructure), a European-wide research infrastructure 
centered on language, but targeted towards humanities and social sciences scholars. While 
CLARIN has a central node, it is essentially a distributed infrastructure, with centres now 
existing in 19 EU countries, including Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland and Slovenia. National 
centres have, for the most part, established trusted and long-term digital repositories, which host 
various language resources for the languages of the countries, often under permissive Creative 
Commons licences. Of course, they also enable depositing of new resources, and allow for 
harvesting of their metadata by other research data repositories, making their holdings widely 
known. Furthermore, some centres also offer openly accessible Web applications and services, 
such as annotation toolchains, which enable linguists to annotate their own corpora using remote 
applications.  

The other aspect of modern corpus collection activity is that social media offer 
unprecedented access to studying the language of everyday interaction. For example, in 2016 
Facebook reported generating more than 4 million posts every minute.12 However, apart from 
technical issues connected with capturing this amount of information from various social media 
platforms, there is a problem of variation in spelling, morphology and syntax, because of the 
wide population from which data is drawn and the lack of gatekeepers (Selegey et al. 2016). 
While social media solve the problem of having access to sufficient data, the data they provide 
pose new problems for computational linguists. 

6. Conclusions 
The Slavic languages present a particular challenge to linguists of all feathers and stripes. Rich 
nominal morphology, free word order and aspectual pairs can introduce challenges for both 
computational processing and corpus analysis. Fortunately, resources, both in the form of 
corpora and tools for processing them, are now becoming available for an increasing number of 
Slavic languages.  

                                                 
11 https://www.clarin.eu/ 
12 http://wersm.com/how-much-data-is-generated-every-minute-on-social-media/ 
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From its early beginnings, computational and corpus linguistics has, for all Slavic languages, 
significantly advanced and become more diversified, as can also be evidenced by regular 
international conferences organised in a number of countries with Slavic languages: the TSD 
(Text Speech and Dialogue) conferences in the Czech republic, the RANLP (Recent Advances 
in Natural Language Processing) conferences in Bulgaria, the LTC (Language Technology 
Conference) conferences in Poland, the HLT (Human Language Technologies) conferences in 
Slovenia, Slovko conferences in Slovakia etc. There is also SIGSLAV, a Special Interest Group 
for the Slavic languages at the ACL (Association for Computational Linguistics).  

The range of issues encountered when applying corpus methods to Slavic languages is now 
matched by the range of approaches for dealing with them. One of the important trends of the 
last decade concerns the harmonisation of text annotation. Even if each Slavic language has its 
own set of categories, the principles for representing the categories can be relatively generic with 
a shared set of conventions for representing each category and for choosing the specific values 
of categories (Erjavec and Džeroski 2004; Nivre et al. 2016; Zeman et al., 2012), as well as for 
converting between the conventions (Zeman, 2008). A related important trend is the availability 
of models shared between Slavic languages, for example, starting from a better resourced one to 
improve models for a lesser resourced language, for example, by adapting part-of-speech taggers 
(Babych and Sharoff, 2016) or parsers (Agić et al. 2014). 

In short, this is a good time for Slavic corpus linguistics, as more and more resources are 
becoming available, be it as on-line searchable corpora or as downloadable resources, and these 
often come with standardised encoding and are stored in long-term repositories. In addition web-
based tools are becoming available for the annotation and exploration of texts, not requiring the 
knowledge and high-end hardware often necessary to install and run such tools locally. 
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